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The paper presents a tool to verify the correctness of the generated 2D Delaunay triangulation that
has been developed as an educational support for a computational geometry course. This tool allows
students to discover possible flaws in implemented triangulations such as unused points, missing
edges, non-Delaunay triangles and degenerated triangles. The associated benchmark data sets
provide common checkpoints for the implemented solutions. The tool and the benchmark data set
also assist teachers to evaluate students' work fairly.
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INTRODUCTION

COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY has become
one of the fastest growing areas of algorithmic
research. It involves the design and analysis of
algorithms and data structures for application
solutions, such as geographical information
systems (GIS), medical imaging, computer vision,
computer graphics, and computer-aided design
and manufacturing. It is well-suited to undergrad-
uate and postgraduate computer science educa-
tion, both within the classroom curriculum and
for independent research.

Within the framework of individual research
projects, students study and implement different
algorithms for a variety of computational geome-
try problems. Once the work has been carried-out,
the solutions are discussed and compared with
regard to their efficiency and robustness. The
implemented algorithms also need to be checked
for correctness, which may, in some cases, require
considerable effort. To date, numerous demos
have been developed and offered free on the web
in order to help students gain a deeper under-
standing and experimental skills before starting
their own research projects. However, evaluation
of the developed solutions is often done in an ad
hoc fashion.

Relying on benchmarks and supporting tools for
checking the correctness of an implemented algo-

rithm is a step towards a more uniform approach.
The goal of a benchmark is to check the validity
and produce a score for an algorithm's perfor-
mance, so that different algorithms can be
compared in terms of speed, effectiveness, and
quality results. While no single test (i.e., bench-
mark) can fully characterize a targeted system's
performance, the results from a set of representa-
tive benchmarks can provide valuable insight into
the actually expected performance. Typically, a
benchmark set contains a collection of items
described within a common format, representing
a range of problem tasks within any given problem
domain.

The computational geometry society, as yet has
failed to set-up such benchmarks despite the fact
that the Strategic Directions in Computational
Geometry Working Group Report [1] (1996)
clearly identifies the need for a collection of bench-
mark data drawn from a wide range of applica-
tions, analogous to those SPEC benchmarks used
in computer architecture. The report concludes:
`̀ no such collections of benchmark data are
currently available, and creating such collections
would be a valuable service to the community.''
The report also addresses the issue of teaching
computational geometry: except for a few cases,
computational geometry does not provided the
simple, flexible tools that would enable the kind
of widespread use that other disciplines have
available.

Today, more than a decade later, the situation
has not drastically improved. In the absence of* Accepted 30 October 2008.
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commonly accepted examples or benchmarks for
evaluating the results of students' individual
research projects, we have taken a step towards
setting-up a set of benchmarks for a specific prob-
lem domain, supported by a tool for checking the
correctness of the developed solutions [2]. This
approach has been successfully introduced into
the learning process and has resulted in positive
initial results, encouraging us to offer the practice
to a wider community.

DELAUNAY TRIANGULATIONÐONE
OF THE CLASSIC ISSUES OF THE

COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY COURSE

The computational geometry course, which is
part of the Computer Science BSc Curriculum
(fourth semester) at the Faculty of Electrical En-
gineering and Computer Science, starts with wide-
ranging introductory lessons that expose students
to the main themes of modern computational
geometry. This course covers those fundamental
algorithms for solving geometric problems and
includes theoretical background, analyses and
discussions regarding the applications of geometric
algorithms, and practical exercises. This paper
describes our teaching experience when introdu-
cing Delaunay triangulation as one of the basic
issues, and as a background for different students'
individual research projects.

Delaunay triangulation is one of the most widely
studied problems in computational geometry. Effi-
cient solutions attract the interests of both acade-
mia and commercial tool designers. The
triangulation of a set of points P in a plane is a
process of forming triangles by connecting neigh-
boring points, with the restriction that each trian-
gle's side is entirely shared by two adjacent
triangles. A Delaunay triangulation is a triangula-
tion DT(P) such that no point in P is inside the
circumcircle of any triangle in DT(P) [3]. (A
circumcircle is defined as the unique circle that
passes through each of a triangle's vertices. The
reader can find interactive construction at [4].) The
Delaunay criterion optimizes the minimal inner
angles of triangles. An example of Delaunay and

non-Delaunay triangulation is shown in Fig. 1.
The vertex C in Fig. 1(b) lies within the circumcir-
cle of triangle ABD, which violates the empty
circle property.

Delaunay triangulation solutions represent a
key issue within the different areas of computa-
tional geometry [5, 6]. Several algorithms for
constructing Delaunay triangulation have been
proposed over recent years. These algorithms
differ in their time-scales regarding response,
memory consumption, implementation demands,
numerical stability, and sensibility to different
distributions of input points. Delaunay triangula-
tion finds application in different fields such as
computer graphics, communication, GIS, signal
processing, multimedia, micromechanics, etc. A
list of references for the proposed Delaunay trian-
gulation algorithms and associated applications
[7±19] is given purely for illustration, and is by
no means exhaustive. Certain algorithms may
perform better or worse, depending on the types
of data sets, which is of crucial importance for the
targeted applications. Individual attempts at test-
ing the efficiency of triangulation algorithms on
various sets of points have been reported (e.g., Su
and Drysdale [20] ), yet they have not resulted in a
general verification platform.

Knowledge and understanding of fundamental
algorithms for constructing Delaunay triangula-
tion, together with experience regarding their
implementation, is a prerequisite for advanced
solutions in practice and one of the initial goals
of the computational geometry course. The imple-
mentation of a stable and fast Delaunay triangula-
tion has always been a challenge, especially for
students.

The following describes the tool and associated
materials (test data sets) that we have developed
for educational support.

VERIFICATION OF TRIANGULATIONS

As an educational support for a computational
geometry course, we have prepared a set of bench-
mark data (i.e., collections of artificial and engin-
eering data sets) that provide a means of

Fig. 1. Delaunay triangulation (a) and non-Delaunay triangulation (b).
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comparing different implementations of algo-
rithms for constructing 2D Delaunay triangula-
tion. Further details are provided in the Appendix.

In addition, the Delaunay Triangulation Tester
(DTT)Ða tool for verifying the generated triangu-
lation correctness of a given benchmark data set,
has been developed [2]. This tool has proved to be
an important aid in the development of implemen-
ted algorithms. The included diagnostic features
considerably shorten the debugging time in the
case of detected anomalies.

Verification procedure
The verification procedure for Delaunay trian-

gulation is as follows.

1. A benchmark file is selected from the bench-
mark datasets.

2. Delaunay triangulation is performed by the
algorithm to be tested.

3. The resulting triangulation is checked by the
Delaunay Triangulation Tester tool. The inputs
to the DTT tool are the original benchmark and
the resulting triangulation file. The DTT tool
checks the correctness of the resulting triangu-
lation and reports any possible errors. Error
messages are described in the Appendix of [2].

DTT is available free by downloading at http://
gemma.uni-mb.si/dtt. The compressed package
includes the DTT tool, and the user manual.

Delaunay triangulation tester
The graphical user interface of the DTT tool

consists of a menu at the top, working window
(main screen space), and the toolbar on the right.

The menu contains the option of loading input
data (points and the triangulation). The input
file formats are simple and are described on our
web page http://gemma.uni-mb.si/dtt/specifications.
html.

When the data are loaded, they are visualized
within the working window. In this window, the
user can select points and apply zooming and
panning functions (Fig. 2 shows the screen of the
DTT after zooming). A point is selected by clicking
on it using the middle mouse button. Zooming is
performed by drawing a rectangle. To draw a
rectangle, the user should click the first point
using the left mouse button, drag the mouse, and
then release the button to end drawing the rectan-
gle. The DTT will zoom onto the area inside the
drawn rectangle. The zoom-in and zoom-out
option are also achieved by rotating the mouse
wheel. If the wheel is rotated downwards, the zoom
is increased by a factor of 2 and when rotated
upwards, it is decreased by the same factor. Pan
function is carried-out using the right mouse click
and dragging the mouse in the desired direction
until the button is released.

The toolbar consists of three tabs: toolbox,
checking, and view settings. The toolbox tab
offers utilities for managing the points and trian-
gles, setting viewing parameters, and displaying
information about points, triangles, and errors.
This section integrates those functions needed for
visually debugging a triangulation. When the user
selects a point, the point index is displayed in the
text box at the top. The point index can also be
inputted manually via the keyboard. When the
point index is set, you can verify whether there is

Fig. 2. An example of zoomed triangulation.
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any other point with the same coordinates in the
dataset by clicking the button Multiple point
search. By clicking the button Related triangles,
all triangle indices in the list box, which share a
selected point, are listed. By clicking the triangle
index, the selected triangle is highlighted on the
screen in a different color. The button Show
selected point selects and displays the point, the

index of which is given in the text box. Similarly,
the user can write a triangle index in the triangle
text box. By clicking the button Show triangle the
triangle with the given index is displayed. The
circumcircle of the selected triangle is displayed
by clicking the button Show circle. In this way the
user can visually check whether the empty circle
property is valid.

Fig. 3. Error situationÐunused point.

Fig. 4. Error situationÐincorrect triangles, the one with all three vertices on the same line is marked in green.
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Checking the tab helps the user to easily identify
any possible errors in the constructed triangula-
tions. Typical error situations are:

. Unused point In this case, at least one non-
doubled input point is unused in the final trian-
gulation. The DTT tool outputs the error mes-
sage in which the unused points are reported.

. Missing edge This error occurs if the convex hull
property of the Delaunay triangulation is vio-
lated. (Informally, a convex hull is a rubber
band wrapped around the ``outer'' points of
the data set.) If, for example, edge ij is missing,
the corresponding error message is reported.

. Non-Delaunay triangle The empty circle property
is violated if a non-Delaunay triangle t exists in
the triangulation. The error message Error: non-
Delaunay triangle t is generated in this case.

. Degenerated triangles Two possible cases of
degenerated triangles are detected:
± duplicate vertices: vertices i and j coincide (i.e.

are located in the same point). The error
message Error: triangle t is degenerated
because of duplicated vertices i, j. is reported.

± collinear vertices: if triangle t is determined by
three collinear vertices i, j, k, the error mes-
sage Error: triangle t is degenerated because of
collinear vertices i, j, k is reported.

Fig. 5. View only points.

Fig. 6. View points and convex hull.
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An example of an error situation is shown in Fig.
3. In this example it can be seen that the point with
index 152415 is unused in triangulation. Triangu-
lation is incomplete.

Figure 4 depicts another example of an error
situation. An incorrect triangle, having all three
vertices on the same line, is shown in green. Within
its neighborhood there are also other incorrect
triangles. Each of them is marked in a different
color from its surroundings when selected from the
list of error reports.

The View settings tab allows the user to select
from the information displayed on the screen. The
user can switch between displaying the input
points, triangulation, and convex hull.

EXPERIENCES FROM TEACHING
COURSES AND MENTORING INDIVIDUAL

STUDENT'S RESEARCH PROJECTS

As stated previously, the DTT tool is used
during the Computational Geometry course,
which is a part of the Computer Science BSc
Curriculum (fourth semester) at the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
The number of students enrolled is from 20 to
40, depending on the year. The students have
strong skills in programming (C/C++) but their

experience in programming geometric problems is
inadequate. They are unaware of those pitfalls
relating to finite arithmetic (rounding errors,
propagation of rounding errors), and are inexper-
ienced regarding the debugging of programs deal-
ing with large geometric data sets.

Various triangulation algorithms are discussed
after the theoretical background of the Delaunay
triangulation has been explained. They are
analyzed from the theoretical (time and space
complexity) and practical points of view (actual
run-time, clarity of implementation, depending on
the distribution of input points, stability, robust-
ness, and the correctness of the obtained results).
The DTT tool is used to show the impact of finite
arithmetic on the correctness and robustness of
various implementations of Delaunay triangula-
tion. Debugging features using the DTT tool are
also demonstrated.

During the lab exercise work, students are
required to select one of the algorithms described
in the introductory lessons, and program it. They
can use the DTT tool for debugging. Once the
implementation is completed with most of the bugs
removed, the program is tested on the benchmark-
ing data sets. The remaining bugs are corrected
and then the performance is analyzed, and imple-
mentation issues are discussed. Possible improve-
ments are suggested. After some iterations, the

Fig. 7. View points, convex hull and triangulation.

Table 1. Evaluation results

Question 5 4 3 2 1

Has the course met your expectations? 17 3 4 ± ±
How would you assess the knowledge gained? 12 10 2 ± ±
How would you rate the practical experience you received in the course? 15 6 3 ± ±
How helpful is the DTT tool for individual research projects? 15 8 ± 1 ±
How appropriate is the available benchmark data? 18 3 2 ± ±
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final implementation is documented within a tech-
nical report and orally presented at a seminar.

An evaluation aimed at providing an insight into
the educational value of the course and the
received practical skills and experience was
performed for a group of 24 students. The results
are summarized in Table 1. Evaluation marks were
given from 1 to 5 where a higher value means
better quality.

Observations and remarks
We summarize our experiences of the Computa-

tional Geometry course as follows.
We found that algorithms for solving geometri-

cal problems are quite attractive for students.
Computational geometry is a relatively new
research field motivated by those needs arising
within application domains such as robotics,
VLSI, computer graphic, GIS, etc. Many students
foresee their careers in advanced manufacturing
where computational geometry solutions play an
important role in the design stage, prototyping,
and quality control.

Delaunay triangulation is a good initial problem
to work on in order to introduce programming and
debugging strategies to the students. The complex-
ity level of the problem is appropriate for the
students and offers several possibilities for exercis-
ing different approaches towards efficient
programming solutions.

Although the students were highly motivated
and with good programming practice, their
approach to collating and interpreting massive
geometric data needs additional guidance. They
do not have the practical experience of dealing
with rounding errors and how to minimize their
effects. Furthermore, they do not have experience
of debugging the application in the case of larger
amounts of input data.

We noticed that students usually test their
programs on a small, easily manageable amount
of data (up to 100 points). On real data sets with
several millions of points the programs may
become inefficient or may even perform incor-
rectly.

Algorithms typically use a number of para-
meters, the values of which affect the performance,
robustness and, in some cases, even the correctness
of the code. Analyses of performances for different
values of parameters and different input data sets
is a valuable experience in student practice.

The introduction of the DTT tool and a set of
benchmark data was positively reflected in student
feedback regarding the increasing quality of the
students' individual research projects, as indicated
by the following observations.

. The students can concentrate on the given task
instead of programming support codes such as
viewing, zooming, or identifying geometric
objects,

. The interactive nature of the DTT tool moti-

vates students. The availability of immediate
feedback facilitates programming and allows
the students to correct mistakes within their
programming code,

. The prepared benchmark data sets play an
important role in the success of this subject.
They provide the possibility for a fair evaluation
of the implemented algorithms and are a positive
stimulus for the students,

. The DTT and benchmarks increase competition
amongst the students,

. When using the benchmark data, the students
are made aware of the effect the input data has
on the algorithm's efficiency,

. The DTT and associated benchmark data sets
allow the teacher to evaluate the students' work
fairly.

The DTT tool is, of course, not the only educa-
tional support tool for computational geometry,
including Delaunay triangulation. Different tools
for educators have been reported, such as, for
example, the set of teaching blocks proposed by
S. Bischoff and L. Kobbelt [21]. While most of
them have the advantage of being in the public
domain, they are still specific to targeted curricula,
which makes them less applicable in practice.

Alternatively, the computer algebraic system,
Mathematica (Wolfram Research) has a computa-
tional geometry package that includes a command,
Delaunay Triangulation, which performs Delau-
nay triangulation. This package also has some
error checking capabilities [22]. However, our
aim is that students program Delaunay triangula-
tion by themselves by developing those program-
ming and debugging skills, motivated by the
development of the DTT tool.

CONCLUSIONS

Usage of the described DTT tool and bench-
mark data sets significantly improve the program-
ming skills of students, thus allowing them to gain
experience using realistic case studies within the
area of computational geometry. Students are
highly motivated to achieve established course
objectives. They appreciate the opportunity to
have practical demonstrations of the strengths
and weaknesses of their own implementations.
Faculty members also find the process of students
providing feedback educationally useful.

On the basis of the student feedback collected
during the first year, certain modifications and
additions have been made, mainly concerning the
user interface. However, since the tool and test
data sets are available free to external users, we
are soliciting comments from the public. Any
proposals for additional data sets that would
contribute to the efficiency of the verification
process are also welcome. The contact address:
denis.spelic@uni-mb.si.
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APPENDIX

2D Delaunay triangulation test data sets

Provisional benchmarks are collections of:

. artificial data sets,

. engineering data sets.

Artificial data sets are generated using different rules and distributions, as shown in Fig. 1. These data sets
differ in the number of points (we use 1000, 10 000, 100 000 and 1 000 000 points), types of coordinates,
and the range of the bounding box surrounding the points (Table 1A). For denoting the data sets, we use the
following convention:

(type of distribution)_(number of points)_(type of coordinates).pnt.

For example, the data sets for the uniform distribution with integer coordinates 10 000, 100 000 and
1 000 000 points are denoted as U_10K_I.pnt, U_100K_I.pnt and U_1M_I.pnt.

The benchmark data sets are stored in ASCII files and students can download them from the web site http://
gemma.uni-mb.si/dtt.
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Table 1A. Artificial benchmark data sets Engineering benchmark data (Table 2A) are obtained from different engineering
disciplines (i.e., GIS, mechanics, electromagnetics).

Name Type of distribution Type of coordinates

U_1K_I.pnt Uniform Integer
U_1K_F.pnt Uniform Floating-point
G_1K_I.pnt Gaussian Integer
G_1K_F.pnt Gaussian Floating-point
Gr_1K_I.pnt Grid Integer
Gr_1K_F.pnt Grid Floating-point
C_1K_I.pnt Clusters Integer
C_1K_F.pnt Clusters Floating-point
L_1K_I.pnt Line Integer
L_1K_F.pnt Line Floating-point
Ci_1K_I.pnt Circle Integer
Ci_1K_F.pnt Circle Floating-point

Table 2A. Engineering benchmark data sets.

Name Description Type of coordinates

Electromagnetic data
EM_46625_F.pnt Electrical field around high-power lines Floating-point

Mechanical data
MD_15559_F.pnt Measurement of forces in a sheet-metal plate Floating-point

GIS data
GIS_4897_F.pnt Points from irregular triangular network representing terrain Floating-point
GIS_193360_F.pnt Points representing boundary stones of a city land cadastre Floating-point
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